Legacy DDC Controls Spotlight Series:
Novar NCH-1000 & NSD Lighting Control Module

Description
The Novar NCH-1000 and NSD are digital control modules originally manufactured by Novar
Controls Corporation. Introduced to the market as a solution to integrate facility lighting with
the Novar Logic One building automation system, these modules were specifically designed to
communicate with Cutler Hammer and Square D breaker panels. This allowed for advanced
communication to the building systems executive controllers such as the Savvy and EP/2.
The Novar NCH-1000 and NSD have been installed in thousands of retail facilities in the U.S.,
Canada, and abroad. Both the hardware and software for these modules have been updated
over the years to accommodate evolving electrical specifications, one example being the
transition away from 3-wire lighting breaker panels. To accommodate the newer 4-wire breaker
panels, a latest version of 2.6 or higher was implemented.
Longevity & Maintenance
The longevity of the NCH and NSD can be sustained with solid preventative maintenance plans,
most importantly those involving electrical surge protection practices. Because the NCH and
NSD are susceptible to electrical surges from lightning storms or other sources, proper ground
rods and other known practices are keys in preventing circuit board damage and increasing the
life-span of your existing control modules.
Continued Parts & Repair Support
ASSET Technologies offers continued repair, warranty, and the latest version updates for
Novar NCH-1000 and NSD control modules. As the official and only authorized repair facility
for Honeywell Novar, we are capable of resolving hardware issues to ensure your legacy
building automation components are fully protected.
If you still use Novar Logic One systems and need parts & repair support for NCH-1000 and
NSD, please contact us directly:
Phone: 502-425-8702
Email: sales@a-techs.net
Web: www.a-techs.net/novar
Product Spotlight Page: www.a-techs.net/legacycontrols/novar-nch1000
Product Spotlight Page: www.a-techs.net/legacycontrols/novar-nsd
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